
GALsync is an easy-to-use and cost-effective solution that allows you to share Exchange
mail-enabled objects between forests. Sharing objects hlep users in one or both messaging
organizations to access information about users and groups of the opposite Active Directory.
 

GALsync supports InterOrg free/busy replication between Exchange messaging
organizations, which allows users to view free/busy calendar information for Microsoft
Exchange contacts. Access to data between untrusted forests is also provided for Exchange
versions 2000-2013 as well as Office 365
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GALsync

Do you have multiple Active Directory forests that
need share GALs?
 

Has your company recently merged with another
company?
 

Looking for a simple way to synchronize GALs and
share free/busy information?

Global Address List
Synchronization

GALsync Makes It Easy To Integrate Multiple Active Directory Forests

www.enowsoftware.com 1-877-TRY-ENOW

FAST INSTALLATION EASY SETUP NO EXTRAS NEEDED

NO SECURITY RISK TRUSTS NOT REQUIRED ACCESS TO AVAILABILITY

Install and configure in less
than 1 hour.

Configuration is done by wizards
which walk you through each

step.

No additional software,
hardware, or database is

required.

No security risk at your firewall,
and no additional firewall  port

is required.

Does not require any trusts
between exchange

organizations.

Does not require any access to
Availability Service through

internet.



GALsync is one of those products that does exactly what it advertises.
It's easy to install and configure. The GUI was polished and easy to work
with. GALsync is cost-effective and feature-rich.

-J. Peter Bruzzese, MVP

Account Activity

Windows Server
2008 thorugh 2012 R2

Resources:
DIsk Space 350 MB
Memory 2 GB

Additional Software:
 
 

Microsoft NET Framework            2.0 or later
 
Powershell                                         2.0 or later

ENow is a Microsoft ISV  focused on building software tools that simplify the job of IT
administrators. Reducing downtime and increasing yours is our goal. Our innovative systems
management software provides robust monitoring and reporting features for all key components
of the Microsoft infrastructure, including Office 365, Exchange, Active Directory, SharePoint and
Teams all delivered in our award winning personalized dashboards.  

Some companies have deployed multiple
Active Directory structures and users cannot
find the mail address of colleagues located at

the other sites in Outlook's Global Address List.

Afrer a merger or acquisition, it is necessary to
intgrate different Active Directories and 

Exchange organizations.
 

GALsync streamlines the process of sharing all or
subsets of user and group information for

Outlook/Exchange users in the Global Address List.

If your company has a partner company with
whom you collaborate on a regular basis,

GALsync will enable you to share some user and
free/busy information for Outlook and Exchange

users in the Global Address List.

When it comes time for your company to
migrate to a new Exchange organization,

GALsync ensures that all migrated users may
send messages to users in their original

organization and vice versa.
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